
Color Theory Basics
Understanding the visual 

effects of color 
combinations.

Primary Colors

Color Theory Vocabulary
Primary Colors: Three colors equal
distance on the color wheel - red, yellow,
and blue - that are the basic building
blocks of color in which theoretically all
other colors on the spectrum can be
made. 



Complementary Colors

Tertiary Colors

Secondary Colors

Secondary Colors: Three colors equal
distance on the color wheel made by
mixing primary colors: red & yellow =
orange, yellow & blue = green, blue &
red = violet

Add a little bit of Tertiary Colors: Six
Colors that are formed by combining a
Primary and Secondary color as
indicated: yellow-orange, red-orange,
red-violet, blue-violet, blue-green, and
yellow-green.

Complementary Colors: Colors opposite on the color wheel that offers
the most visual contrast: red & green, yellow & violet, blue & orange.



Triadic Colors

Tetrad Double Complementery Colors

Split Complementary Colors

Split Complimentary: One color plus the two colors adjacent to its
complementary color which still offers good color contrast, i.e.: red with

blue-green and yellow-green

Triadic Colors: Any three colors evenly spaced around the color wheel,
i.e.: red, yellow & blue, red-violet, blue-green & yellow-orange, etc..

Tetrad Colors: Two colors that are separated by one hue plus the
complements for each, i.e. red & green plus orange & blue.



Monochromatic

Analogous Colors

Analogous Colors: Colors that sit adjacent to each other on the color
wheel which are inherently harmonious, i.e.: yellow, orange, red

Monochromatic: A single color in various shades, tints and tones.

Warm and Cool Colors: Warm
colors are often said to be hues
from red through yellow, browns
and tans included; cool colors are
often said to be the hues from blue
green through blue violet, most
grays included.

Warm and Cool Colors



All colors are the friends of their neighbors and the lovers of their opposites. - 
Marc Chagall 

 

Now that you have a better familiarity with the color wheel and it's terminology, let's
get to work! There is no better way to truly understand how color works than to begin
mixing colors together without any expectations. When was the last time you just
splashed some colors onto the page? Do it for the process not the outcome. Do it for
yourself not for social media. Give yourself permission to PLAY! And while you're
playing, give these tips a try and see if it helps boost your artwork to the next level. 
 
1. Vary the proportions of color. It will keep your artwork interesting if the color
choices are NOT all equal in amount. Choose one to be the dominant color and
others to be secondary. Sometimes this can be explained as "Gallon, Pint, Cup,
Tablespoon". 
2. Use a range of values. This means using light tints and dark shades and everything
in between. Or you can think of it as having areas of intense and soft colors. If you
use the same level of value for all your colors your artwork will fall flat. 
Give your eye somewhere to rest by allowing breathing space in your artwork. You
may have some areas of great action, movement and intense color, but allow for
some space of calm and rest. You can use white, a neutral gray or a non-dominant
color. 
3. Limit your palette. Of course this is where Color Crush Creative has been coming in
handy by providing weekly ideas on limited palette colors. A rainbow of colors may
seem like a great idea but it's much harder to focus your artwork and create a
cohesive piece when you have too many choices. So, pick two or three and give it a
whirl. 
4. Practice, practice, practice. If you make mud, start again. Pull out three PRIMARY
colors plus white and mix up as many combinations as you can. When you've
exhausted those colors pick a different set of three primary colors and try it again and
see what happens. And so on... Only by doing will you really begin to understand!

PUT IT INTO PRACTICE




